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Solving the ‘Climate Crisis’ Is Bad for Business and
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The article “Harvard Shuts Geoengineering Project” by Cauf Skiviers, explains Bill Gates,
funder of the project, stopping Harvard from carrying out the study to preserve the climate
narrative, see this.

How is this relevant?

That Bill Gates calls the shots on what should and should not go forward is nothing new.
Surprising is that he was willing to finance such a study in the first place. Why?

The honest results of the research would have shown the outright “climate change” fraud
humanity has been exposed to for more than three decades.

The study’s outcome would have gone in the complete opposite direction of the current
western globalist plan, the World Economic Forum’s (WEF) Great Reset and the UN Agenda
2030, One World Order, One World Government. Their success being largely based on the
”climate” lie.

Geoengineering serves two purposes, falsely demonstrating the Green Agenda’s fake CO2
emissions-based climate change, and – of equal importance – making weather and climate
to Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD).

The outcome of the study would have been against those who want to destroy the world’s
economy and social structure as we know it, to rebuild it afresh, according to the elites’
desire. See Club of Rome’s “First Global Revolution” (1991); and this.
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The revelation of the now canceled Harvard research would have allowed just about anyone
marginally aware of what is happening to Mother Earth’s climate, to see through the scam.
It would have been difficult to avoid leaking the study’s outcome of such a hyped-up topic,
like “climate change”, to the public.

Imagine Harvard research would destroy a political agenda, as well as Big Business. It would
reveal that the climate narrative of the “Green Agenda” is a lie and that the weather almost
everywhere on the globe is manipulated – or to use the scientific term “geoengineered.”

More than three decades of intense “fake science” and media manipulation about humans’
CO2, methane, and similar greenhouse gas emissions, is the culprit for “climate change”,
have left  most people,  even non-active,  often “bought”,  so-called scientists,  under the
impression that doomsday is just around the corner, if we keep using hydrocarbons (oil and
gas) to fuel our economy and keep using agriculture to feed humanity.

These alarm bells are constant calls to decarbonize civilization. Yet, the use of hydrocarbons
(mostly oil and gas) to run the world’s economies has hardly changed in the last three
decades. In the early 1990s about 87% of all energy used worldwide came from oil and gas.
The figure is almost the same today.

It is a big lie. The climate is NOT changing, at least not more than it has always changed
over the past four billion years – normally by small increments, so that life on earth can
adapt and adjust.

According to Spain’s State Meteorological Agency (AEMET), there are currently more than 50
countries which have at least some technologies to change the weather and climate. See
this.

Those with the most sophisticated knowledge are the United States, Russia, and China.

It  is  fair  to  assume that  the  50-plus  nations  are  “modifying”  the  weather  or  climate
according to what benefits them most. It is also fair to assume that today there is worldwide
almost no weather completely natural,  but influenced either directly,  or indirectly,  through
modified weather patterns elsewhere in the world, the collateral effect of geoengineering.

In olden times, it was called “the butterfly effect” – meaning the butterfly flaps its wings and
will  have  an  effect  somewhere  in  the  world.  You  do  not  know  where  and  what.  With
geoengineering  that  can  be  very  dangerous.

Obviously,  weather  modifications,  so  far,  serve  primarily  the  fake  climate  change agenda.
When a super hurricane hits the Caribbean, or a prolonged Monsoon floods and destroys two
thirds of Pakistan, including her economy, it exponentially exceeds the “normal”. Blame it
on “climate change”.

But most often there is an economic and / or political agenda behind it. Take Hurricane
Katrina that hit New Orleans on 29 August 2005. Some 1,800 people died. With 230 km /
hour, Katrina made landfall in Southeast Louisiana and destroyed New Orleans.

While the State of Louisiana evacuated about 1.5 million people before the hurricane hit,
150,000 to 200,000 stayed behind, mostly black people in “old” New Orleans, often run-
down, but  potential  prime real  estate for  developers;  was to be razed for  luxury-style
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rebuilding.

The original owners were later force-evacuated to FEMA (Federal Emergency Management
Agency)-provided “emergency” camps (shacks), all over the country. So, the force-refugees
could not organize. The properties were taken over by the state and city. This served both
an economic and political agenda.

In June through August and into September 2022, Pakistan received about three times as
much rain as normal. The deadly disaster was blamed on “climate change”. See this.

In reality, the catastrophe is suspected of having been geoengineered, and had a political
agenda. On 10 April 2022, the popular, democratically and by a landslide elected President,
Imram  Khan,  was  ousted  through  a  parliamentary  non-confidence  vote,  instigated  and
“influenced”  by  the  US  because  Mr.  Khan  refused  to  follow  orders  from  Washington  but
instead intended to be President for an independent Pakistan and for the People of Pakistan.

Imran Khan addresses a rally in Pakistan in October 2022 (Source: Multipolarista)

For weeks, people took to the streets by the millions, creating national unrest, wanting their
President Imran Khan back. Creating or geoengineering the destructive Monsoon floods was
a  means  to  stop  the  social  upheaval  so  that  the  country  could  follow the  western  /
Washington  imposed  political  agenda,  which  meant  foremost  no  political  or  business
relations with China.

This is weaponized geoengineering.

When geoengineering serves as a weapon for Super-Powers, the dangers may be equivalent
or worse than from nuclear weapons. Because most people have no clue that these weather
“disturbances” and climate disasters are manmade and targeted for specific purposes at an
“enemy”.

To get this right, geoengineering is NOT manmade in terms of what the Green Agenda
interprets manmade “climate change”, as in CO2 emissions, greenhouse gases and more of
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the like. Geoengineering is dangerous. The Green Agenda climate change claims are sheer
bullsh*t.

Geoengineering has been developed since the early 1940s. It started out with simple cloud-
seeding,  to  prompt  rainfall,  mostly  for  agricultural  purposes.  It  then  moved  to  more
sophisticated weather  and climate manipulations,  using the infamous chemtrails,  white
“vapor”  stripes  emanating  from  airplanes,  crisscrossing  the  blue  skies,  disseminating
poisonous chemicals and microscopic heavy metal  particles,  to influence the climate – but
also, and possibly more important, to affect people’s health in very negative ways.

There are hundreds if not thousands of patents out there for these chemicals and heavy
metals  coming down from the planes into the ground,  into the water,  into plants and
vegetables and finally into our bodies, killing our Pineal Gland and gradually weakening our
bodies.

Geoengineering also includes the High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP)
and similarly sophisticated technologies. HAARP, more recently under the auspices of the
Pentagon-linked  think  tank  DARPA  (Defense  Advanced  Research  Projects  Agency),  is
controlled by the US Air Force. HAARP is possibly the world’s most capable high-power, high-
frequency electromagnetic waves transmitter, acting on the ionosphere.

HAARP technologies often applied from satellites, can emit electromagnetic waves piercing
deep into the earth, creating earthquakes. It is suspected that HAARP technologies were
used to cause the 6 February 2023 Turkey/Syria earthquake of 7.8 Richter scale strength,
killing more than 60,000 people.

Rescuers carry a victim on the rubble as the search for survivors continues in the aftermath of an
earthquake, in rebel-held town of Jindires, Syria, February 7, 2023. [Source: usnews.com]

The seism happened shortly before Recep Tayyip Erdogan was reelected in May 2023 as
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President of Turkey. The earthquake’s epicenter was in Turkey’s Kahramanmaras province,
with seismic movement taking place along the Conjugated Tectonic Faults. Strangely and
remarkably, however, the tremors defied the natural patterns and do not fit into the
usual mainshock–aftershocks sequence. 

This was also the time when President Erdogan refused to approve Sweden and Finland into
NATO, despite the tremendous pressure of all 29 other NATO countries – to put NATO even
closer to Russia, the western-made non-conform enemy that needed to be “subdued.”

This would be weaponized political geoengineering, with an economic side effect.

The 12 January 2010 Haiti earthquake of 7.0 magnitude left the capital city Port-au-Prince
devastated  and killed  about  220,000 people.  Sizable  off-shore  oil  and  gas  deposits  are  all
over the Caribbean, and also off-shore of Port-au-Prince.

These petrol reserves, are so deep that it is uneconomical to exploit them at current depths.
A seismic event will break the tectonic plates, so that the earth’s core pressure pushes the
oil to higher levels, where exploitation is easier and more economical.

Haiti has been in chaos ever since. The Clinton Foundation set up allegedly to help rebuild
Haiti, has been a disaster, causing more harm than good, and making the Clintons richer.
Destabilizing the country is a good reason for the US to maintain steady control.

Haiti  is  the  world’s  first  and  only  country  inhabited  by  black  slaves  that  fought  for  and
obtained independence 220 years ago (January 1, 1804). Washington pretends, Haiti could
become a national security threat – like Cuba! – and must be controlled. See this.

The giant Haiti tremor also served two interests: economics, as in oil; and politics, as in
control.

Geoengineering  is  a  convenient  and  highly  effective  weapon  to  dominate  or  coerce
countries into submission. The geo-weapon’s potential could explode exponentially during
the coming years, decades, if people remain ignorant about its menace for humanity.

A Harvard study divulging what geoengineering does and can do would not only derail the
entire fake “climate change” narrative, but might also risk taking steam out of the growing
geo-weapons industry.

Therefore,  “Solving the ‘climate crisis’ is indeed bad for business and bad for
politics”, and even worse for strategic warfare planning. So, Bill Gates was right in stopping
the Harvard Geoengineering Project. Geoengineering may, therefore, prosper, bringing rain,
shine and – war.

*
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